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Designed with little more than a passing nod to the international naval treaties of the inter-war
period, the Imperial Japanese Navy's heavy cruisers were fast and heavily armed. Like the other
vessels of the Japanese Navy, the heavy cruisers were technologically superior to and far more
innovative than their Allied rivals, whom they met in many of the major Pacific Theatre battles,
including Midway and Leyte Gulf. Mark Stille continues his study of the IJN of WWII with this
fascinating topic, addressing the design and development of all 18 ships in the six heavy cruiser
classes, from pre-war construction and mid-war alterations, to their operational histories and
eventual fates.
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45INTRODUCTIONThe heavy cruiser force of the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) was
demonstrably one of its most successful components during the Pacific War. By 1941, the
Japanese had fielded 18 heavy cruisers, putting them on numerical parity with the US Navy.
Japanese cruisers entered the war with a reputation for superior size and firepower compared to
their American and British counterparts, suspected by many to be the result of breaking treaty
limits in place between the wars. The exploits of the IJN’s heavy cruisers during the first part of
the war confirmed the positive pre-war expectations of the Japanese and made them feared
opponents by the Allies. While the Japanese retained the bulk of their battleships in home
waters during the early and middle part of the war, their heavy cruisers spearheaded Japanese
expansion into the Dutch East Indies. When the Japanese were forced onto the defensive in
mid-1942, heavy cruisers again provided the backbone for their resistance in the Solomons for
the rest of the year. After a comparatively quiet 1943, during which no cruisers were lost, 1944
marked the effective end of the IJN’s heavy cruiser force. By the end of the war, only two heavy
cruisers remained afloat, both in a damaged condition. This book tells the story of the 18
Japanese heavy cruisers that saw service in World War II.JAPANESE NAVAL STRATEGY AND
THE ROLE OF THE HEAVY CRUISERThe basic strategy of the IJN was defensive up until 1939.
As the Japanese fleet was outnumbered by the US Navy, the IJN intended to let the Americans
cross the Pacific before mounting a decisive action in the Western Pacific. Integral to this plan
was progressive attrition of the advancing Americans by submarines and destroyers. As the US
Navy approached the area of decisive battle, the Second Fleet, composed of the majority of the



IJN’s heavy cruisers and two squadrons of large destroyers, would come into play to inflict
further destruction.Of course, the decisive surface battle in the Western Pacific was never
fought. Yet the IJN’s heavy cruiser force still played an important role during the war. Since the
Japanese withheld the bulk of their battleships in anticipation of a possible decisive clash, the
heavy cruisers were very active during the period of Japanese expansion and provided cover for
every important landing up through May 1942. When the Japanese were forced onto the
defensive, and the Solomon Islands became the scene of a series of night actions, the heavy
cruisers were employed in their anticipated pre-war role of leading surface action groups in night
attacks against American forces.The four Takao class cruisers on display in October 1935.
Chokai is the closest ship. Note that all four ships are as originally built, with their massive bridge
structures. Beyond the Takao ships are three of the 7,500-ton scout cruisers and a carrier. The
second row consists of three light cruisers and a Fuso class battleship. (Yamato Museum)After
1934, the heavy cruisers were seen as the IJN’s principal night-fighting unit. Under the revised
Night Battle Tactics of that year, the heavy cruisers were intended primarily as a component of
the Night Battle Force to attack the US battle fleet with its long-range torpedoes, inflicting heavy
attrition before the Japanese battleships closed for a climactic daylight gunnery action. The
Takao class heavy cruisers were to combine with the four Kongo class fast battleships to open a
way through the defensive ring of the US battle fleet. Supporting the attack, and slated to deliver
massed torpedo fire, were four night battle groups, each comprised of a cruiser squadron
formed around a class of heavy cruiser and a destroyer squadron of 14–16 ships led by a light
cruiser. This concept was modified just before the start of the war so that two battle groups
attacked each side of the US battle fleet. While the massive fleet engagement desired and
planned for by the Japanese never happened, this concentration on small-unit tactics paid off
handsomely for the Japanese, as shown by the success of cruiser and destroyer units during the
first part of the war.The Mogami (lower), Mikuma (center), and Kumano (upper) in Japanese
waters in summer 1938. The Mogami class comprised Sentai 7 and played an important part in
Japan’s expansion in the initial period of the war. (Naval History and Heritage Command)To
accomplish their wartime role, Japanese heavy cruisers emphasized firepower. They were
designed to carry a superior gun armament compared to their likely American opponents, but
the key to Japanese cruiser doctrine was the provision of a heavy torpedo armament. After much
work, the Japanese developed a long-range, oxygen-propelled torpedo that came into service in
1936. These top-secret weapons were first fitted on the heavy cruisers (and later to destroyers),
and gave them the capability to strike at extended range before the enemy even knew he was
under attack.JAPANESE HEAVY CRUISER DEVELOPMENTClassification of Japanese heavy
cruisersJapanese heavy cruisers were known by several terms before finally settling on “heavy
cruiser”. The 1898 Warship and Torpedo Boat Classification Criteria called for a ship of greater
than 7,000 tons designed displacement to be considered a first-rate cruiser. Officially, they were
also called “A Class” cruisers and unofficially they were also called “large-model cruisers”. By
World War II, however, the Japanese had settled on “heavy cruiser” (junyokan), bringing them in



line with the rest of the world’s navies.From the period of 1922 up through the end of 1938, the
IJN was restricted in the numbers and types of heavy cruisers it could build by a series if
international naval treaties. In fact, the entire concept of a “heavy cruiser”, as it came to be
known, was a construct from the treaty system. The Washington Naval Treaty, signed on
February 6, 1922, placed a limit on the size of cruisers (10,000 tons maximum) and a restriction
of the size of the armament (no larger than 8in guns). However, while the overall tonnage of
capital ships and aircraft carriers was restricted, there was no similar limit placed on cruisers.
The effect was to start a treaty cruiser building spree, with the 10,000-ton limit becoming the
baseline for Japanese cruiser designs.The design of the IJN’s first heavy cruisers actually pre-
dated the Washington Treaty. By July 1922, the Japanese had announced plans for the
construction of eight cruisers – four of the pre-treaty 7,500-ton scout cruisers and four 10,000-
ton ships. The scout cruisers became the Furutaka and Aoba classes and the first class of
10,000-ton cruisers constituted the Myoko class. The epitome of Japanese treaty cruiser design
was the follow-on to the Myoko class, the four-ship Takao class.After an attempt to implement
further overall tonnage restrictions to cruiser construction failed at the Geneva Naval Conference
in 1927, the major naval powers tried again in London in 1930. This time it was agreed to place a
cap on cruiser tonnage, and existing and future cruisers were broken into two types. Type A (or
heavy) cruisers were defined as ships with guns greater than 6.1in and Type B (or light) cruisers
were ships with guns smaller than 6.1in. The 10,000-ton maximum and 8in gun restrictions
remained in effect. The London Naval Treaty, signed April 21, 1930, set the final course for the
IJN’s heavy cruiser force. The allotted total tonnage for Japanese Type A cruisers was 108,400
tons standard; this had already been reached by the 12 Type A cruisers in service. For Type B
cruisers, the Japanese limit was 100,450 tons standard. Per treaty stipulations, the tonnage of
vessels ready for replacement could be used for new construction. For the Imperial Navy, this
amounted to 50,955 tons. The Japanese decided that this remaining tonnage would be used to
build four 8,500-ton units before 1936, followed by another two later. These six ships were later
upgraded to become heavy cruisers, thus rounding out the IJN’s pre-war heavy cruiser force at
18 units.Myoko on April 16, 1927, during her launch at the Yokosuka Navy Yard. She was the first
of eight Washington Treaty cruisers launched by the IJN in the next eight years. (Naval History
and Heritage Command)Japanese Heavy Cruiser WeaponsFrom the start, Japanese heavy
cruiser designs emphasized firepower, and it was expected that the Imperial Navy’s cruisers
would out-gun and out-range their foreign contemporaries.Main batteryAfter a brief flirtation with
7.9in guns, the Japanese decided to upgrade existing ships and build all future ships with 8in
guns. The 8in gun mounted in a twin turret was adopted in 1931. It was a respectable weapon,
but was consistently plagued with a large salvo dispersion – during gunnery trials in 1933, this
was noted to be as much as 528 yards over a range of 21,100 yards. The Japanese attempted to
alleviate this problem with the installation of a device in 1938 that produced a very slight delay in
the firing of the two guns in a turret, a measure that reduced interference. This served to reduce
dispersion to 416 yards at 21,873 yards range for the classes with ten 8in guns. Dispersion



problems for the ships with only six guns were consistently less.Furutaka in her original
configuration, with single 7.9in guns in “semi-turrets.” She was later modernized and her
appearance changed to resemble that of the Aoba class. To the left of Furutaka are Aoba and
Kinugasa. (Naval History and Heritage Command)As the IJN was expecting to be outnumbered
in any major clash with the US Navy, the Japanese placed great emphasis on out-ranging its
likely opponent so as to hit first without the threat of effective response. Due to continual
modernization of heavy cruiser fire-control equipment, by 1937 the engagement range for 8in
guns was extended to greater than 21,873 yards. The Japanese calculated that even at this
maximum battle range, their hit probability was 6 percent. This was a wildly optimistic
assessment, and as will be seen later the quality of Japanese cruiser gunnery at extended
ranges during the war was mediocre at best.The IJN’s heavy cruisers were designed to
maximize their capabilities during night combat. To provide illumination at night, the Japanese
used a combination of searchlights and star shells. The most powerful cruiser searchlight had an
effective range of 6,562 yards; if two searchlights were trained on the same target, the effective
range was increased to 8,749 yards. This constituted the effective range of the cruisers in night
combat. The searchlights were controlled by a searchlight control station, which was equipped
with powerful binoculars. Several types of binoculars were installed on the bridge, some as large
as 7in. Night-fighting prowess was also enhanced by the development of flashless powder
adopted in 1938, which concealed the source of gunfire.Japanese heavy cruiser main
gunsTypeClassMax. elevation (degrees)Max. range (yards)Rate of fire (rpm)50-cal Type 3 No. 2
Model CAoba4031,6062–350-cal Type 3 No. 2 Model DMyoko4031,6062–350-cal Type 3 No. 2
Model ETakao (less Maya)4532,1532–350-cal Type 3 No. 2 Model E1Maya70*32,1532–350-cal
Type 3 No. 2 Model MogamiMogami4532,1532–350-cal Type 3 No. 2 Model
E2Furutaka4532,1532–350-cal Type 3 No. 2 Model E3Tone4532,1532–3* Maximum theoretical
elevation for anti-aircraft firing only; maximum elevation against surface targets 45
degrees.Chokai firing a broadside with her 8in gun battery in 1933. Despite constant practice
and attention to long-range gunnery, the accuracy of Japanese cruiser gunnery at extended
ranges was notable for its lack of wartime success. At closer ranges, however, the IJN’s well-
drilled cruiser crews were deadly. (Naval History and Heritage Command)Torpedo
armamentThe biggest difference in Japanese cruiser design compared to American heavy
cruisers was the inclusion of heavy torpedo armament. A heavy torpedo battery was crucial to
allow the cruiser to play its leading role in night combat and gave the vessels a long-range punch
not possessed by foreign rivals. There was a clear danger to mounting such weapons – if their
unprotected large warheads were hit during combat, the resulting explosion could wreck vital
parts of the ship. In fact, there was considerable tension between the Naval General Staff who
formulated design requirements and the principal designers of the ships whether to include
torpedoes at all. In the end, the Naval General Staff got its way and a heavy torpedo armament
became a staple of Japanese cruiser design.Heavy cruisers employed triple and quadruple
torpedo mounts. In addition to a large number of torpedoes carried in the tubes (up to 16),



another set of reloads was carried. Reloading was a key skill that was constantly practiced and
could be executed in a matter of minutes. In 1938, the Japanese provided their cruisers with the
Type 93 Model 1 Modification 2 torpedo, which had been adopted by the IJN in 1935. This
remarkable weapon, later given the nickname “Long Lance” by the Allies, possessed a 1,082lb
warhead and was wakeless. It could travel up to 43,746 yards at 36 knots, 35,000 yards at 40
knots, or 21,873 yards at 48 knots. Fire control for torpedo combat was provided by a director
computing system located on the bridge, which was used for targets between ranges of 10,936
yards to 43,746 yards. A second director was used for ranges under 10,936 yards.Anti-aircraft
armamentThe standard Japanese long-range anti-aircraft weapon during the Pacific War was
the 40-cal Type 89 5in high-angle dual mount gun. This gun was mounted on all heavy cruiser
classes except Furutaka and Aoba because of weight and size issues and the Takao class,
which did not receive them before the war because of production shortages. These ships
retained the older 4.7in single mounts. The most modern fire director was the Type 94, but only
the Aoba and both ships of the Tone class received them before the war due to production
shortages. Maya received it during her conversion to an anti-aircraft cruiser during the war.
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Stone Dog, “Covers a lot in a short book.. Mark Stille's "Imperial Japanese Navy Heavy Cruisers
1941-45" is an ambitious attempt to chronicle the Japanese Navy's classes of heavy cruisers - a
class of warship the Japanese put much resources into in the interwar period.The author begins
by stating the IJN's strategy regarding it's use of heavy cruisers against what Japan had
identified as its future enemy - the United States. The interwar naval treaties are addressed and
the effects they had on Japanese ship design and intentions. The author also covers the
compromises the Japanese were willing to accept in their ship designs.The author covers each
class and the ships within that class, expounding on the dimensions, displacement, speed,
armament, armor as well as the number of ships in that class and a short list of wartime service.
And here's the weak spot of the book. Because the author is trying to cover such a large number
of ships and give their specs, he's unable to give the reader more than a thumbnail view of each
class of ship. You really don't get a feel for their effectiveness in combat.Given that the author
has only a certain amount of space to work with, this is somewhat understandable and I only
penalize this Osprey book by one star. Otherwise, it does a good job of introducing the reader to
Japanese heavy cruisers and how they were armed and armored. It's a short primer on the
subject that does a decent job of introducing the reader to this class of weapon the Japanese
felt was important to their naval strategy.”

PD, “It is what it is.... Given the format limitations of the New Vanguard series, the book gives a
concise and efficient description of the objectives, design theory, and class histories for the IJN's
heavy cruisers shortly before and during the Second World War. Commander Stille continues
his series regarding the IJN's weaponry employed and related campaigns across the
Pacific.Copiously illustrated with many rarely seen photographs of the ships comprising the five
classes, with prewar and wartime configurations presented throughout. A fair description is
given to the Japanese' early superiority of tactics and equipment, together with their eventual
proven technical shortcomings as the war progressed.Could the book have been five hundred
pages longer? Absolutely, the topic certainly would support it. However, if one is looking for a
tight description of the equipment and tactics that led to the IJN's early successes in surface
actions versus the US Navy and her allies, followed by the developments that led to its demise,
here you go.Buy the book, buy the series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Workhorses.. The japanese heavy cruiser squadrons had a large
responsibility, they were expected to go up against our best ships. In the pacific wars early
stages, the japanese heavy cruisers were superior to their allied counterparts. They possessed
better armament, they were fast, and they excelled at night fighting. But one of their most
devastating weapons was the torpedo. The Long Lance Torpedo was better than anything we
had at that time. The Japanese only had about 18 Heavy cruisers when the war started.



Unfortunatley they were worn down as the war progressed, and the jap economy could not
replace them.  JRV”

R. Lepien, “Great for those interested in the IJN. I've been reading a lot about the Imperial
Japanese Navy lately - and WWII - of course, this would be a must for historians - it gives great
photos and drawings of the ships and their "vital information" and their service history - all there
in a short concise book - and at a great price - who could ask anything more - it's nice to be
reading about a fleet engagement and be able to find out information on the ships involved - I'd
highly recommend this book.”

Insaneo, “Full speed ahead!. Each Mark Stille and Paul Wright collaboration provides the
enthusiast with an extremely well-organized, concise and visually appealing summary of a
historically significant class or classes of warships. Stille's lucid writing and Wright's fine artwork
consistently place their entries among the best in the New Vanguard series.”

LarryFL, “Good acocunt of the IJN cruiser fleet in WWIi. I give this a good review because it
does what it's supposed to do: a thorough enough account of the whole line of heavy cruisers;
development with treaty restrictions, how they differ from USN cruisers, and most importantly,
how they were deployed and used. It's actually quite a sad story of underachievement
considering the technical edge these ships possessed in 1940. The entire fleet was wiped out
during the war and the book gives account of each demise. After reading this book, you could
consider yourself well versed in this particular subject.The problem I have is the E-format. The
pictures are hard to digest in zoom format and some are sideways. If you tilt the reader, the
picture rotates, so you need to turn rotate off, then remember to turn it on again.I feel the price of
the e versions in general is too much. It should be at most half the price of the paperback.”

Tony, “Great Read. I love this series of books packed with information on ships tactics admirals.
Truly a great read”

Jack D Kendall, “Another wonderful Osprey title. Another wonderful Osprey title! I'm really
enjoying the New Vanguard series. This is fast to read, yet covers most of the details worth
knowing (in my opinion). Mark Stille is becoming my favorite military history author. Highly
recommended!”

David McIntyre, “Very Good. In only 48 pages Mark Stille has packed a lot,each class of heavy
cruiser is described followed by a brief history of each individual ship,most of these met violent
ends,the few survivors to damaged to warrant repair,did the Japanese have the resources to
carry out repairs and to what end.IJN heavy reliance on torpedoes,later to rebound as American
air power became overwhelming coupled with poor gunnery,inadequate anti aircraft weaponry
are all explained in a clear straightforward way.The photographs are very sharp-not always the



case regarding Japanese images of ww2.Photographs taken by American aircraft are
included,one shows IJN Nachi her bow and stern blown of sinking,another of one of the Myoko
class shows the huge amount of smoke produced by her own anti aircraft guns,the Japanese
Chemical and munitions industry in trouble?.The artwork is first class,only the cutaway of IJN
Takao is spread across two pages also some of the photographs could be a little larger, the
painting of IJN Kumano is not of a immobile ship,these are minor niggles,the book ends "The
fighting record of the IJN Heavy Cruiser force was unmatched by any other navy in ww2,maybe
but our British and Commonwealth cruisers did not do so bad,neither did the USN cruisers.A
very very good addition to the Osprey stable.”

chris walton, “Concise appraisal. Gives you he basic details of the various classes of Japanese
heavy cruisers of ww2 their development and there fates at the hands of the opposing navies in
the Pacific.”

Garry freemantle, “Historical book. Great historical data and pictures”

ruth stone, “book. Great book very well written”

Major Catastrophe, “Great Service and product exactly what I was looking for ! Thanks. Great
Service and product exactly what I was looking for ! Thanks”

The book by Mark Stille has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 81 people have provided feedback.
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